From The Ashes of Babylon:
A campaign setting for A Departure of Sanity

I. Introduction

	This setting is based on the acclaimed televison series, Babylon Five.  While A Departure of Sanity is not meant to be big on liscensing, the game's purpose is to draw from roots of American literature, and the writing and theme of Babylon Five legitimate it as a powerful piece of drama.  Thus, this game is created.  
	Remember, once again, this uses a familiar setting (i.e. the Cthulhu Mythos) to draw you into a much larger world.  The game has the same idea and the psychological effect still exists here.  In fact, Babylon Five lends itself perfectly to this sort of gaming because the show has a focus on Godlike powers (the Vorlon, and Shadow) manipulating mortal lives, sometimes without them realizing it.
	The focus will not be on the main characters, but the new characters that can be forged.  This campaign settting is not meant to be a bible for Babylon 5, but it is meant to be a springboard from which one can build a Babylon 5 game, or their own game entirely.  Unlike East of Sanity, this is more of an expansion of the rules made to accomodate Babylon 5, than an actual campaign setting filled with the usual flavor notes.  If you want to see flavor, rent the videos of the show.  However, I will say one thing, I added as much detail as I could to the races, simply because I found them intrigueing.  In fact, I would like to revisit the Narn in a forthcoming sourcebook, but, then again, there are many more stories to tell.  Now, I should begin, as they say, with the beginning.

II. The Races

The Humans-That's us.  Our job, right now, is to mediate an intergalactic war.  We created and controll Babylon 5.  The control of this station is necessary, for it is the only neutral place in the world the we own.  However, our neutral position can sometimes be compromised by those who are willing to help us.  Quick alliances with the Narn and Vorlon showed us how the promise of friendship can guarantee us many enemies.  We are not the most powerful force in the universe, but we are much more level-headed than some of the other races floating around.  Though, we must also remember that not every human supports the Babylon projects and not  every human is a friend of the other races.  The humans are master debaters, but their weakness causes their words to hold less weight.  Much like the U.S. after World War I, their comparatively weak navy causes them to hold less power in military negotiations.

The Centuri-These were the first intergalactic allies of Earth.  They showed us how to travel to the stars, however, these happy days are behind us.  The Centuri has become like the Roman empire, too concerned with its own oppulance and drowning in a pool of its own greed, it has allowed itself to fail.  Its struggling economy is now only supported by a few rich lords.  Their cruel treatment of others has turned our race against them.  Their slaves, the Narn, have since become the Human's most powerful ally, causing us to experience much tension.  Their infamy makes it hard for them to win a debate and they prefer to thrust the power of their declining, but still mighty navy into all debates.

The Narn-The Narn are a noble race of reptilian soldiers.  Their strength has been harnessed for the Centuri for centuries as slaves.  They have recently gained their freedom, but only after a bloody war, and an even more violent period of negotiation.  The Narn now have alligned themselves with humans, hoping for a sympathetic ear, however, their process of rebuilding will be hard and the harder process of healing old wounds between the Narn and Centuri.  Their race is noble and chivilrous, but their are many dissidents and terrorists.  Their honor holds much worth in debates, but they make few friends, due to the fact that they are always on the verge of war.

The Minabri-This is a group of religious fanatics who will do anything to strengthen their cause.  Much like the Spanish Conquistadors, they will do anything to better the cause of their god.  They are a kind race to enemies and a horrible race to friends.  Their tempers are quick and their weapons are powerful, thus, they are awe-inspiring enemies, and fragile friends.  They gain some friends in the universe, but not for very long.  Regardless of their tempers, they are one of the most commited races to the Babylon project.

The Vorlons-One of the elder races, they serve the function of Lovecraft's elder gods (you know I had to work him in).  Their appearance is slightly like that of Yig (okay, I'll stop for now), and they are rumored to father the younger races, particularly the Humans and Narn.  They are losing a war against the Shadows, the ultimate evil in the universe, and thusly, are strong in the appeal for peace, for only a united universe can destroy such an evil.  However, many doubt this race's benevolence.

The Shadow-The Shadow are the most evil and manipulative of the elder races.  Little is known about their appearance or Navy.  All we know is that they are the embodiment of all evil and leave a wave of destruction in their path.

III. The Occupations 
Note: characters can advance in occupation and all occupations are shown in sequential order

Civiallian-Civillians during the this period are the same as ours and follow the same rules.  They may add on their previous skills if they join the military, but you must play at least 5 adventures with said character as a civillian.

Babylon Project Technician-A large amount of technicians were used to make the Babylon stations.  Many were in action during the construction and now hire on as naval officers and petty officers, in which case, the Technician skills will be added onto the Officer or Petty officer's basic skills.  They have computer science, advanced maintainence of technical devices, and advanced construction of technical devices.  These technicians are ideal for any Babylon campaign and are valuable to any party.  All of these people are humans.

Unrestricted Duty Naval Enlist-These people are the same as a Technician.  They are entry level characters and have only 3 talents, however they must be related to fields of a player's choice.  Unlike other jobs, their talents can be unrelated.  They may be of any race, but they must serve that race's own Navy, with the exception of Narn security personnel that work for the Earth Federation.

Resticted Duty Naval Enlist-These Naval personnel have advanced beyond unrestricted duty and gain 1 additional talent.  This talent must be related to one of their three previous fields.  This talent will specialize him in one category.  For example, a character will have the talents: basic security manuvers, journalistic writing, and computer science.  If they gain the skill journalistic photography they will now be journalists.  They can convert one talent into a specialized talent if they do so chose.  Some examples of specialization include: surface combat, marine infantry, journalism, munitions, chaplin's aide, medical, construction, engineering, computer technician, etc.

Restricted Duty Junior Naval Petty Officer-As before they gain one skill, a skill that must be related to specialization.  They can also convert and additional talent.  They now have the ability to give orders to a Unrestricted or Restricted Duty Enlist with talents or specialization in that area.

Restricted Duty Senior Naval Petty Officer-They gain one additional skill related to specialization and must now have 4 talents related to specialization.  They must add these additional challeges at the cost of $275 each (training).  There is no conversion allowed at this point.

Restricted Duty Chief Petty Officer-They now gain one additional skill related to field they chose.  They can now buy up to 4 additonal skills at the the cost of $450 each.

Warrant Officer-They now have at least 11 skills, 7 of which must be related to their job.  They gain no additional skills after this point, but their skills can increase in strength and the character can still make additional money.

Staff Corps Officer-Technically the lowest of the officers.  They are officers because they perform jobs that require college or post-graduate education.  These job include criminal law, advanced medicine, and advanced nuclear mechanics positions.  There are 5 basic staff corps ranks.  They begin like an Unrestricted Duty Naval Enlist (except that his duty is restricted, however, the variation can exist due to blended training) and progress in the same manner.

Staff Corps Admiral-Typically there is only one such person for each staff corps position.  He administrates all persons of said position.  He is treated like a warrant officer.  Unlike line officer admirals, they are ideal characters because they are based among a working staff and often perform the same or similar duties as their working staff.

Line Officer-Line officers are officers with one job, leading others.  They may head certain departments (i.e. operations, administrative, public affairs; not damage control or engine room) or have general positions.  They should start with 3-4 broad talents based on their job like persuasion, speed read (really helpful with military documents), etc.  If the player can make a case for it, he should be able to do it.  They start like a restricted duty enlist and advance through the five ranks (the specialization of talents should only occour if their job becomes more specific).

Captain-Controlls a whole ship, base, etc.  Treated like a warrant officer.  This rank holds a special burden because, unlike others, they hold complete and total responsibility for all those below them and will exact the full brunt of the punishment.

Admirals-You would have to make a real good case to play an admiral in this game (though they make good NPC's, or characters for people who just want to play one game).  They should be treated like higher-ranking warrant officers.  Admirals have less contact with others.  They function more like enlists because they file, sort, and work.  They are simply little cogs in the intergalactic war machine.

Fleet Admirals-More commonly known as five-star admirals, they are the admirals with the best war stratagey.  They control all troops until the end of the war.  At the end, they are usually made to retire.

Ambassadors-Technically, they can be anyone of a high rank.  The job of an ambassador is negotiate in debates.  They all have various motivations and causes.  For more information about debating see the section: debating in role-playing.

Note: When adventuring with characters of various ranks, it is best to make all the characters enlisted or staff corps.  Staff corps and their immediate enlisted are the only officers and enlisted allowed to freely interchange.  The fraternization of line and enlisted personell frowned upon and often banned, for line officers have the most control over enlisted and their advancement.

IV. Debating in Roleplaying

	The institution of political debate is a powerful and effective tool.  The act of debating can cause the death of millions, or the prevention of it, by error or on purpose.  While it is a powerful tool, it must be used with care in a roleplaying situation.  A game based around debate and fleet command can be exciting and entertaining, however, it is important that the focus of the game stays on manipulation by higher powers.  This isn't an Avalon Hill game (not that I dislike Avalon Hill), so the gamemaster should in as much plot as possible, even if it is only in interlude.  He also should mediate the debates.  Let me begin by setting a few basic rules:

1. The GM acts as the captain of Bablyon 5 (whoever currently holds the post).  He mediates the debate and makes sure that the meeting proceeds.  He has to make sure that no sins are comitted (see below).
2. The GM also acts as all absentee races.  He has complete control over these races, and can and should use any and all dirty tricks and cheap tactics, but the mediator must deal with the NPC accordingly.  If the NPC sins, do not be angered at him, he creates the plot, and, thus, must be the responsible caretaker of it.
3. The debate begins by the mediator reminding the players of issues carried over from previous meetings, if they exist.
4. A character may make a motion to bring up a topic for debate.
5. If the resolution passes, the players should take turns giving opinions counterclockwise around the table, begining with the person who brought up the resolution.
6. Every statement can be met by 2 minutes or less of cross-examination from each player.
7. When there are no more topics to be discussed, the meeting should be drawn to a resolution, but the resolution can only come about by a majority vote of those present.
Adendum: factions-Between meetings, a race or political group can reorganize into any number of factions.  They all must have an ambassador, ambassador's aide, and a group beneath to support.  They then begin the next meeting as a separate group.  They are to be tought of as nothing different from normal political groups, and thus, must be treated the same way.

	Now, the sins of debate in roleplaying:

1. Thou shalt not fight a personal crusade.  Bester isn't going to stick his neck our for the Narn and the Humans won't try to close debates quickly or make quick and decisive military action.  You want to fullfill an agenda, make a faction.
2. Thou shat not interrupt, no matter if they do it on TV.  An interrupter is thrown out in real political debate because the outcome of a true debate is based on a vote, which can only be taken if all statements are made in full.
3. The gm shalt not attempt to bring a player under direct control by Vorlon or Shadows.  However, the gm should make higher influence present in some NPCS, and it is recommended for indirect use.
4. Thou shalt not call thy brother bad names or bicker.  All characters should have the opportunity for one-on-one cross-examination after a statement, but it should not be in an argumentative nature.  Passionate and agressive debate is much different from chicken squacking, and a gm should be able to tell the difference.
5. Thou shalt not fillibuster.  For those of you who don't know, a fillibuster is an extremely long speech made for the sake of being extremely long.  Fillibusters are the spawn of the devil, don't be one.
6. Thou shalt not split into identical factions.  You might not have thought of this, but, since the game allows more than one faction of a race to be heard, and all votes are equal, do not create identical factions to get more votes.  Unless two players of the same race disagree on a topic, they should not break apart.  Most players wouldn't think of this, but I have learned, from playing many stratagey games, both computer and board, that someone will try this and think it is the most brilliant idea in the world.  It isn't because, then, everyone breaks into more little factions, and a simple meeting of three races starts looking like a meeting of congress.
7. Thou shalt not change subjects.  I know a lot of players who will try to end a topic they don't like or prevent a loss by entering a topic that will infuriate or provoke debate, and thus, save their own asses.  It isn't nice.
8. Thou shalt not attempt to force an early end to the meeting.  Everybody has the right to be heard.
9. Thou shalt not cause a physical brawl.  It is occasionally a cool thing, but you shouldn't be fistfighting in a political debate.
10. Thou shalt not break character.  You are a character, debate like you are your character.

V. Naval Combat

	In this case, I refer to naval combat between spaceships and not displacement vessels.  My origional idea was to covert Battlespace or Renegade Legion rules, but I decided it would be simpler to make a naval combat system similar to the hand-to-hand one for the purpose of simplicity.  I advise the use of miniatures.  There are readily availible ship miniatures from the various Bablyon stratagey and role-playing games that have came and went, however, there is a more affordable alternitive, all the Babylon 5 action figures come with a miniature spaceship.  Those figures are currently on clearence everywhere (averaging $2.50) and should be fairly easy to come by.  There was also a short-lived line of Babylon 5 Micro Machines, but I haven't seen them in about four years, oh well.  Once you have your miniatures, get some tokens to represent elevation, a ruler, and a d20.  
	First, let me speak about the application of naval combat.  If you are playing a mega-game with debate and naval combat, I am perfectly fine with it, but make sure someone is manipulating someone (that, after all, is the point of the game).  However, if you are playing a smaller game based on a single squad, you may have only a few fighters under your command, one trader (most likely manned by a small civillian or merchant marine crew), or one capital ship with its own fighter group (providing one of the characters is a captain).  In this case, you play on a small scale.  You give few commands and concentrate mostly on the preservation of your crew.  Remeber that, on a small scale, this action should not be used as the focus of the game and, instead, should be another form of combat.  
	Now, the set-up.  Place the miniatures on a table about five inches apart.  Each minature should be placed about 5 inches from each other.  Each ship has a movement allocation as follows:

1. Fighter-5
2. Trader-4
3. Capital-3

They expend one point to take any or all of the following actions:

1. Turn
2. Ascend or descend 1 level
3. Move one inch forward

They are allowed to turn as many degrees as they wish.  When they ascend, place a token above and when they descend, place a token below.  The distance between the two matters because of score modifiers.  When the two ships attack, you add modifiers to their attack score on a d20.  Below are the modifiers to the dice roll:

1. 0 inches apart horizontally +3
2. 1 inch apart horizontally +2
3. 2 inches apart horizontally +1
4. 3 inches apart horizontally 0
5. 4 inches apart horizontally -1
6. 5 inches apart horizontally -2
7. A 0 inch vertical advantage 0
8. A 1 inch vertical advantage +1
9. A 2 inch vertical advantage +2
10. A 3 inch vertical advantage +3
11. A 4+ vertical advantage -1 for each additional point of "advantage"
12. A 1 inch vertical disadvantage -1
13. A 2 inch vertical disadvantage -2
14. A 3 inch vertical disadvantage -3
15. A 4+ vertical disadvantage -1 for each additional point of disadvantage
16. Attacking with all guns simeltaniously +1 for each gun fired
17. For each point of damage dealt to you -1
18. The character has a talent in piloting the vehicle +5
19. The character has exceptional intellect +3
20. The character has exceptional constitution +5

	To fire, the ships must actually face each other.  If a ship has no guns facing the enemy, it cannot fire, its that easy.  You have 20 hit points.  The number of hit points you lose is based on the difference between the winning and losing score.

VI. LARPIN'

	I realize there are a lot of LARPers out there.  I recently realized how stupid it really was and stopped it (sorry, but I'm not a fan of the paper-siscors-rock interface or the fact that I'm getting drunk with people who think that they are werewolves).  However, I make an exception for this game.  It takes place around a conference table, and, while I don't denounce coustumes, acting (and even bad impressions of G'Kar and Londo) does a good bit to enhance the intensity of debate.  Plus, since Bablyon 5 is about debate, a live action element could give you a chance to introduce some Babylon 5 lovers on the debate team to RPGs (and don't snicker, that sounds like a cookie cutter geek, but I'm a Babylon 5 lover on the debate team, however, I am also a rabid martial artist who can do 400 push ups without feeling it). Try it, it might be fun.

VII. Final Note

	This game is in no way associated with the now-defunct The Babylon Project, a game that is a perfect example of the fact that even a really good liscense can't carry a crappy game.  If I have made any similarities, I am sorry.  Remeber that this is all free so I'm not breaking any copyright laws.

VIII. Coming Soon...

	Yeah, I gotta throw in a promo somewhere.  East of Sanity will come out eventually, but it is going to be rather big, so it will take some time.  Coming sooner will be Domo Arigato Mr. Robato, a set of complete conversion rules for Battletech, Mechwarrior, and Citytech (and, if I can fit it in, a mean little anti-Heavy Gear section).  I also plan on making the second version of the rules by the end of the year (it would contain any changes to the actual rules i.e. the debate and naval combat rules found in this book), and I would like to put a new rulebook out each year.  My final potential release for this year would be Curses of Strength, a campagin setting based on Valiant, one of the most well written and drawn comic universes of all time, I plan on using the Departure of Sanity rules to great measure in the Valiant universe because, there, every character's blessing of power contains a curse.  Have fun and keep playin'.

